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Description:

The perfect gift for middle graders or their teachers—starring #1 New York Times bestseller John
Grisham’s Theo Boone!

Four pulse-pounding Theodore Boone mysteries in one amazing gift set!

http://red.wutf.space/books2/?id=6474&m=Top_2010_2017&d=20-10-06


In the small city of Strattenburg, there are many lawyers, and though he’s only thirteen years old,
Theo Boone thinks he’s one of them. Theo knows every judge, policeman, court clerk—and a lot
about the law. And he won’t stop until justice is served!

“John Grisham is about as good a storyteller as we’ve got.”—The New York Times Book Review
“Grisham is an absolute master!”—The Washington Post
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